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In this brand new e-book by DelightFULL, you’ll 
find a mid-century inspired style collection of the 

best chandeliers.

Inspired by some of the most iconic musicians of 
all time this best dining room chandelier ideas 
will surely be a delight to your interior design.
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Amy modern chandelier is a new take on the classic mid-century modern chande-
liers of the 50s and 60s. Inspired by the great singer and songwriter, this unique 
chandelier tries to embody the soul of the British legend. With a body handmade in 
brass and five aluminum shades, this mid-century modern chandelier looks exactly 
like it was made in the 50s. The shades are adjustable so that you can create the 
right lighting effect for your room. All in all, it is a classy black chandelier, and a 

great modern dining room lighting solution.

AMY
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Drawing inspiration from one of the most acclaimed jazz singers of all time, De-
lightFULL’s designers created Aretha modern chandelier. It is a contemporary rein-
terpretation of mid-century lighting design classics that were used in the 50s and 
60s. The body is 100% handmade in brass and the several bulb holders are made 
of aluminum. Nickel-plated is the standard finish for the body, while glossy white is 
used for the sockets. However, the finishes can be customized with any other metal 
or RAL color of your choosing. This contemporary chandelier can be used in multi-
ple rooms, but it look especially well when used as a living room chandelier. Also 
suited for a scandinavian style dining room, this white chandelier features graceful 

arms that exude a modern charm.

ARETHA
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Basie is a vintage mid-century pendant lamp that brings you a timeless design. Fea-
turing a gold plated body and a matte white shade this white chandelier creates 
a vintage style that is perfect for any design project. With an elegant and alluring 
finish, this unique pendant adds a subtle elegance to your dining room lighting. 
With its body made of brass and its shade of aluminum, it has 39.4 inches of cord 

height that allows you to create a classic and sophisticated style.

BASIE
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Brubeck mid-century modern chandelier is inspired by one of the foremost exponents 
of cool jazz: Dave Brubeck. This unique lighting design represents the sophistica-
tion and finesse of the American jazz pianist, displaying a very luxurious feeling. 
DelightFULL’s skilled artisans handmade this round chandelier in brass, covering it 
with a gold-plated finish, which can be customized in multiple other finishes. The 
result of this outstanding creation is a functional dining room chandelier with sculp-
tural shapes. In fact, Brubeck modern chandelier can be tailor-made in multiple 
shapes and dimensions to best fit your interior design project. Perfect for hospitality 

projects, like a modern restaurant, or even an art deco hotel lobby.

BRUBECK
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With an expressive harmonic beauty, Clark modern pendant light is one of Delight-
FULL’s most iconic pieces. This seemingly minimal lamp is handmade in brass, using 
the classic method of bending the brass twice into a rounded oblong shape, which 
allows for a bright cast of light. The standard finish is gold-plated, but it can also be 
customized in copper, nickel, or even receive an aged brass finish. The pole height 
is also adjustable in order to better fit your decor needs. Clark is a great example 
of how suspended light can embody all the class of the mid-century modern age. 
It is the perfect hanging lamp for your modern dining room, mid-century bedroom, 

or even hotel bar.

CLARK
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Diana pendant lamp is an industrial-inspired design that embodies all the simplicity 
and sophistication of the mid-century modern age. It is handmade in brass and 
aluminum. The body, built out of brass has a standard black nickel plated finish, 
while the shade features a standard matte red lacquer on the outside. However, 
it can be customized using any RAL color of your choosing. It has a small switch 
on the back of the shade, creating a convenient way of switching the light on and 
off. This industrial pendant lighting design has also a red textile wire, which can 
be customized as you wish. It is a small suspended light perfect for any contempo-
rary kitchen, but it does also look great as a bedside lamp in an industrial-inspired 

bedroom.

DIANA
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Inspired by the acclaimed jazz trumpet player Tommy Dorsey, this mid-century mod-
ern chandelier is a unique lighting fixture that embodies the musicality of the 1950s. 
Allying the best of ancient techniques with the modern expertise of high- craftsman-
ship, Dorsey is a handmade brass chandelier, with aluminum lamp shades. The 
telescopic tubes that make up the body boast a gold-plated finish, while the lamp 
shades and center are lacquered a matte black. It is a unique chandelier, perfect 
for a mid-century hotel lobby, or an art deco-inspired restaurant. It can also be used 

in private residences, especially as a dining room lighting fixture.

DORSEY
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Ella round chandelier is a unique ceiling fixture which brings back the clean and 
sophisticated feelings of the mid-century modern era lived in the 1960’s Palm 
Springs. With a body 100% handmade in brass and its lampshades made of 
aluminum, this lighting design was reinvented using today’s technical skills paired 
with the traditional craftsmanship and know-how of some of the best portuguese 
artisans. The body has a nickel plated finish, while the lampshades are lacquered 
a glossy black for a sleeker look. It is available both in the 6 or 15 arms versions. 
An iconic mid-century modern chandelier, perfect for a contemporary living room 

or dining area. 

ELLA
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Etta pendant lamp boasts a nostalgic and feminine retro glow, courtesy of the jazz 
singer Etta jones, which was the inspiration for this curvy lighting fixture. Etta is a 
luxurious pendant light with 20 different brass leaves, which are all shaped and 
assembled by hand by DelightFULL’s skilled artisans. Etta’s standard copper plated 
finish helps to provide a soft and warm light, that is cast through its layers, giving a 
romantic ambiance to any setting. Nevertheless, keep in mind that this mid-century 
suspended light can be customized according to your needs and requests. It is the 
ideal copper pendant lamp for a sophisticated kitchen design, but it can also be 

used as a suspended bedside lamp.

ETTA
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Galliano round chandelier is a mid-century modern light with a shape that was 
inspired by a pipe organ. With sculptural shapes and an extremely balanced de-
sign, this modern lighting design gets even more beautiful when you see the light 
being casted thought its pipes. It’s possible to customize this chandelier lighting in 
any shape or dimension: round, oval, square or rectangular. Handmade in steel, 
the features include a nickel plated finish applied by some of the finest artisans in 
Portugal. The interior of the lamp shades are in white matte, enhancing the lighting 
design with a perfect mix of form and function.  Ideal to use as a modern dining 
room lighting fixture or as an entrance lighting, Galliano has a mid-century modern 

appeal that won’t go unnoticed. 

GALLIANO
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With a shape that was inspired by a golden vinyl player, Hendrix ceiling lamp is 
a tribute the American rock guitarist, singer, and songwriter: Jimi Hendrix. This gold 
plated luminaire captures your attention letting you feel the acoustics of the bright 
Hendrix guitar and reminding us the high fidelity audio reproductions. The open, 
structured look of this ceiling light is a great choice for a stylish mid-century mod-
ern interior. The arms are adjustable, allowing you to create personalized looks.  
Finished in gold plated and black matte with a brass structure, each arm of this 
contemporary chandelier takes 9 x G9 bulb ( included). With a customizable and 

adjustable pole height, Hendrix fixture can be mounted on a sloped ceiling. 

HENDRIX
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Ike suspension lamp has a distinctive but easily recognizable design, ideal for 
every single mid-century modern interior. With its clean lines, this dazzling lamp 
is handmade in brass and aluminum and features a glossy black and gold plated 
finish, representing a high-quality craftsmanship. It is 15 inches tall, but its steel cord 
can be customizable on purchase, being adjustable up to 39.4 inches. Highly rec-
ommended to use with a dimmer switch to cast a smoother light, this modern brass 
lamp is perfect as a dining room chandelier lighting or to be used in a hotel lobby. 

IKE
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With a Scandinavian design, Ike pendant lamp adds a modern yet industrial feel 
to any space. This hanging ceiling pendant can be done in different shapes and 
dimensions, allowing you to personalized lighting ambiance and mood. Hand-
made in brass and aluminum, the glossy black finish and the copper accent deliver 
the perfect look. Ideal for industrial kitchens, dining rooms, restaurants and bars, 
this copper pendant light it also look great as a bathroom pendant lighting with 
a mid-century modern decor. Therefore, Ike fits practically in every style, due to its 

sleek shape and minimalist design. 

IKE PENDANT
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Inspired by the big afro hair styles that popularized the 60s, Kravitz modern chan-
delier is also a tribute to the bold, multiple award winning rock star, Lenny Kravitz. 
This unique chandelier has a series of tubes in a circular pattern trimmed to be  
shaped like a ball. With a structured handmade in aluminum, Kravitz features a 
matte black exterior and a gold powder paint interior finishing. Kravitz hanging 
light is a funky modern chandelier that will look perfect as centerpiece to hang over 

a dining room table or as an entry light fixture.

KRAVITZ
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Matheny has an imperial shape, inspired by the classic chandeliers of the mid-cen-
tury modern era. With a luxurious and nostalgic feeling, Matheny modern chande-
lier can be installed in every single room according to your actual needs. Ideal for 
trendy bars and luxurious restaurants, it comes with an incredible combination of 
a rectangular shape and a gold plated finish. 100% handmade in brass, we rec-
ommend you G9 bulbs. This beautifully unique rectangular chandelier will capture 

your attention and create a stunning show piece for your home. 

MATHENY
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Feel the true statement of luxury with this modern ceiling lamp. Matheny is a unique 
chandelier, a new take on the mid-century classics. It has a geometric design of 
combined tubes and its structure is handmade in brass. Its shape is round and is 
composed by golden tubes, which reflect the sophistication of a timeless iconic 
lamp. With 110 pounds, this luxurious chandelier light can be used in a modern 
living room or as a modern dining room lighting. All in all, Matheny round chande-

lier will certainly capture the attention of your guests.

MATHENY ROUND
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Neil is a modern chandelier with round arcs and spherical diffusers, that were 
inspired by the golden years of space exploration in the 60’s. It has 8 arms with 
rotating spheres to cast light to wherever you need in order to create the perfect 
mood - a rare feature on chandeliers. Therefore, this iron chandelier casts ambient 
light in all directions. It also offers the choice of having only 4 of the 8 diffusers 
lit on. With a structure handmade in iron and 8 lamp shades in iron, Neil black 
chandelier has a mid-century modern design with glossy black exterior and a matte 
black interior finishing. Ideal as a modern dining room lighting or as a centerpiece 
in your mid-century living room, Neil will add an innovative touch to your interior 

design.

NEIL
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Peggy modern chandelier has a 60’s feel that won’t go unnoticed. With a structure 
handmade in brass and wood and with a top cover in perforated steel, this unique 
lamp has a nickel plated and matte white finish. The dazzling lighting design lamp 
shades are in matte black, making an incredible contrast with the matte white top 
cover, that characterizes this contemporary chandelier. With almost 18 pounds, 
Peggy chandelier light also offers the choice of having only 4 of the 8 diffusers lit 
on. Peggy is a great modern lighting solution for your living room decor and can 

also be used as a modern dining room chandelier. 

PEGGY
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Peggy modern chandelier has a 60’s feel that won’t go unnoticed. With a structure 
handmade in brass and wood and with a top cover in perforated steel, this unique 
lamp has a nickel plated and matte white finish. The dazzling lighting design lamp 
shades are in matte black, making an incredible contrast with the matte white top 
cover, that characterizes this contemporary chandelier. With almost 18 pounds, 
Peggy chandelier light also offers the choice of having only 4 of the 8 diffusers lit 
on. Peggy is a great modern lighting solution for your living room decor and can 

also be used as a modern dining room chandelier. 

STANLEY
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